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A study by Arizona State University shows that by the time 
customers reached a service agent, about 70 percent were 
angry or in a rage. The first job of the customer service 
person is to keep from getting angry in response. One 
customer service training company recommends:

First, listen with empathy and warmth to the problem. 
If the explanation goes on and on, one trainer suggests, 
looking at the ceiling to relax, deep breathing, doodling to 
keep relaxed, or making figure eights with the eyes, which 
has a calming effect.

Apologize at the first opportunity, saying things like, 
“We’re sorry this happened,” even though you didn’t 
create the problem.

When it’s your turn to talk, confidently assure callers that 
you can handle their problems. Many customer service 
workers take satisfaction in the problem-solving aspects 
of the job.

Editor's Note: 

Check out the Book Review 

on page 22  for an excellent 

book on this topic!

How to Keep
Your COOL 

Update Your  
Business Strategy
When you create a strategic plan and begin taking steps to execute 
it, you are betting on your company’s future. If the plan isn’t right 
or is not shaped from the proper perspective, it could end up doing 
more harm than good.

Writing in Fortune, Verne Harnish gives these five tips:

1. Play to win. If sales and profits are down, don’t slip into playing 
a defensive role. Invest in advertising and hire new salespeople. 
You could be surprised and pleased with the results of an 
aggressive promotion.

2. Call your customers to see if they have ideas about improving 
your products or services. If you are at a loss about how to improve 
growth, you could get some interesting suggestions, says Harnish, 
CEO of Gazelles Inc., an executive education firm.

3. Know which ideas to ignore. You can’t act on every “want” 
customers have. You’ll get some off-the-wall requests and some 
people will just tell you your price is too high, which it probably 
isn’t.

4. Keep the communication flowing. If your company has 
middle managers or key people, and you are thinking of buying out 
a competitor to increase sales, keep these people informed. When 
the deal is done, you don’t want them to be blindsided by the extra 
work involved in the acquisition. Discuss it with them while the 
deal is still pending. Keep them informed about how you intend to 
handle it. Without planning and cooperation, they might decide to 
quit when the work begins to pile up.

5. Set fewer priorities, such as automating software functions 
and introducing new products. When you set a dozen annual goals, 
everyone will be working on something else rather than what your 
primary goal should be.
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Marketing is a conversation.  

Texting, signage, websites, emails, social mediums, interactive 
print material, newspapers (printed and online), streaming video, 
television, moving art on vehicles, magazines (printed and online) 
and even those stuffers that come with your bills are some of the 
canvasses for the conversation (in the interest of space, we won’t 
name all the possibilities here).

Social media traffic, according to the Nielsen Co. research firm, has 
grown by 24 percent between April 2009 and April 2010. Facebook 
leads the way with a total amount of users at just under 200 million 
in 2009 and growing to nearly 500 million by April 2010. Facebook 
now tops Google for weekly traffic in the United States. 

THE FACTS
• More than 60 Million status updates happen daily on 

Facebook
• YouTube is now the second largest search engine in the world
• There are more than 200 million blogs
• More than 50 percent of the world’s population are under 30. 
• Social media has become the number one activity on the 

web—currently 96 percent of the “Generation Y” have used 
social networking.

Social media and digital mediums are changing the face of 
marketing. And this trend is just gaining momentum.  Some people 
are wondering where does this leave the print medium? The rumor 
mill is firing up. If the print medium were a celebrity, it would most 
likely be the victim of vicious tabloid rumors and at every red-carpet 
event be forced to squelch the idea that its career was over. 

But just a minute…

THE FACTS
• A study by the USPS (United States Postal Service) showed 

that consumers receiving direct mail and catalogs were more 
likely to buy online than those who received nothing through 
the mail…websites supported by print catalogs generate 
163% more revenue than sites that aren’t.  

GLOSSARY:
AR technologies— Augmented Reality technologies 

join the real and the virtual world through adding 

a dash of interactivity and a virtual realm.  There 

is no set formula, software or parameters for AR. 

It is all about your gamagination.  For a working 

example used by Olympus to market a camera, check 

out this youtube  video: http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=P9Nd04dW2-M

QR Code— (Quick Response Code) Pixelated art that 

houses data. When the artwork is scanned with your 

cell phone, it can display text-based information or 

direct the user to a weblink.

Variable Data Printing—Digital printing that uses 

a database to customize each piece of marketing 

material, fine tuning the message to the exact needs 

of the recipient.

how are you talking?
and who is listening...
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Boomers  

Generation X

Generation Y

Generation Z

• According to a Key Catalog/Multichannel Issues Survey by Vovici EFM, more 
than 60 percent of businesses said catalogs influenced half or more of their 
online sales, and better than half saw a 20 to 50 percent increase in online sales 
immediately after a catalog drop.

• A few years ago Zappos.com began publishing a glossy catalog to supplement 
their web based business. They were surprised to find that the print catalog order 
was double the amount of a typical online transaction. 

• 81 percent of American households open direct mail.
• 93 percent of consumers (age 40-plus) say they have 

read an article about a website in print (newspaper 
or magazine) and have later visited the product or 
service’s website online. ( hyyp://bit.ly/cffnuv)

• Response Stats: 6.16% Telemarketing-
• 4.92 % Catalogs- 3.99% Postcards- 1.73% Email  

(according to DMA, 2010 Response Rate Trend Report)

• Cost Per Lead: Catalogs had the lowest cost per lead/
order, just ahead of inserts, email and postcards.  
(according to DMA, 2010 Response Rate Trend Report)

Even in the digital age, marketing at its simplest terms is a 
exchange between the “speaker” and the “audience.” And 
the print medium is still vital to reaching audiences. The 
USPS study made further connections between direct mail 
pieces that caressed consumers to visit websites and online 
communication marketing generated for that same purpose. 
Those who received both printed and online pieces made 70 percent more visits to the 
site, and those who responded from direct mail campaigns were 31 percent more likely 
to visit the site in the future and recommend the site to family and friends.

Today it’s all about mixing up how you “talk.”  On average, more than three-quarters 
of all consumers are now using two or more channels to shop and purchase products. 
Utilizating all the mediums to reach your audiences is a must. Take a look at the 
Audience sidebar.  With this much diversity in our population, your marketing campaigns 
must be just as diverse. 

The print medium is the backbone of the marketing 
conversation; however, it is advantageous to 
include multiple mediums to reach your 
audience. There are many ways to 
incorporate digital media in your 
print campaigns, which include, but 
are not limited to: QR Codes, AR 
technologies, Variable Data Printing, 
and print materials that mirror web 
based offerings (see glossary for a brief 
description of these terms).  

How are you talking? And who is listening?

THE AUDIENCE

80 million
1946-1964
Most consumer spending 
Trillions in buying power
Respond well to print
Print drives them online
Seek health information
Newspapers
Email

50 million
1965-1980
Multichannel Marketing
Entering peak earning
Buying online
Banking online
Online news
Entrepreneurs

100 million
1981-1995
Friendship
Viral Marketing
Peer recommendations
Social Media, online gaming
Entertainment
Positive Reinforcement
Texting

20 million (and counting)
1996-2010
Very diverse population
2007 largest birth year ever
Technology Savvy

81 percent 

of American 

households 

open  

direct mail.

Scan the 

QR Code 
with your phone!
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in the News
What Your Bones Want To Tell You
If your bones could talk, they would first say they are living things that respond to diet and 
exercise by becoming stronger. Until age 20 and up to age 30, bone mass accumulates and 
grows, peaking in the third decade of life. After that, your bones would say it’s up to you to 
keep them strong. If you don’t, bone mass will decrease, year by year, for the rest of your life. 
No matter what your age, regular weight-bearing exercises can not only prevent the loss but 
can make bones stronger. They include walking and exercising with hand weights.

Calcium and vitamin D are important factors 
in bone strength. Adults generally should aim 
for at least 1,000 milligrams of calcium a day. 
Add 1,000 International Units of vitamin D from 
food or supplements. You can’t absorb calcium 
without vitamin D.

Your spine would have a lot to say, especially 
when it’s hurting. It would tell you that its 
natural curve is a figure 8. As far as the upper 
back is concerned, your posture is important. If 
you stand round-shouldered and let your stom-
ach sag, the upper back pays a price. When the 
lower back is tight and hurting, other parts of 
the body might be responsible. The American 
Physical Therapy Association says almost all 
of the leg’s thigh muscles are attached to the 
pelvis, which is interlocked with the spine. If thigh muscles don’t keep the pelvis stabilized, 
the spine is prone to shifting. Lower back muscles become overworked and cause pain. 
Stretching and strengthening thigh and hip flexor muscles can help to keep the spine in shape 
and pain free.

New Treatment For Lupus
The Food and Drug Administration has approved the first new drug for lupus in more than 50 
years. Lupus affects up to 1.5 million Americans. It is more common in women, Caucasians and 
African-Americans. The drug, Benlysta, by Human Genome Sciences, Inc. and GlaxoSmith Kline 
PLC, is expected to reach blockbuster status.

Researchers say many patients were able to reduce their use of steroids while taking Benlysta. 
They had a reduced incidence of severe flare ups, a painful characteristic of the disease; how-
ever, African-Americans didn’t respond as well to the new drug as Caucasians.

Acupuncture:
Building On A 2,000-
Year Track Record
The ancient Chinese practice of acupuncture is 

spreading rapidly across the West. A national 

health survey, quoted in Healthy Years, found 

that more than eight million U.S. adults have 

used acupuncture for their physical problems. 

At the Center for East-West Medicine at 

UCLA, they say acupuncture sends a signal to 

the body to turn on its own rescue system.

How it works
At UCLA center, doctors say acupuncture 

re-regulates the body and can turn off pain 

signals. Inserting very fine needles at specific 

points along the meridians helps restore the 

flow of qi. Most doctors today believe that 

the needle stick causes the central nervous 

system to release morphine-like pain killers 

called endorphins.

What it targets
The World Health Organization recommends 

acupuncture for respiratory diseases, eye 

and mouth problems, orthopedic trouble, 

neurological disorders, and gastrointestinal 

ailments. It can reduce or eliminate the need 

for pain medications. The therapy has shown 

promise in relieving nausea associated with 

chemotherapy. It has been used to help 

patients regain movement after stroke, to treat 

depression, headaches, and low back pain and 

Parkinson’s disease.

What to expect
Patients feel a tiny prick as the needles are 

inserted. It isn’t painful because needles 

are only as thick as a single human hair. The 

needles stay in place for five to 20 minutes, 

depending on the illness, but it’s important to 

have a certified practitioner do the treatment. 

Before starting acupuncture, discuss its 

possible benefits with your doctor, and check 

with your insurance company to determine 

whether acupuncture treatments are covered.
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Speaking of Safety
Sidewalk Rage Joins Road Rage 
As A Problem
Everyone has heard of road rage, but few of us have identified pedestrian 
rage, even though about 20 percent of walkers break the unwritten rules of 
civility when walking in the city. The anger can develop on busy sidewalks, in 
supermarket aisles, in airports or anywhere people are walking.

Some individuals are slower walkers, but it’s no reason to make nasty comments 
or gestures, push, or purposely bump into people. Some angry walkers walk 
against the traffic flow, bulldoze a path through a crowd, make a mean face or 
visualize violence. One psychiatrists’ group says ragers may have “intermittent 
explosive disorder,” an inability to control aggressive impulses. 

Jerry Defenbacher, a professor and researcher at Colorado State University, has 
developed a Pedestrian Aggressiveness Syndrome Scale. How common is the 
aggressiveness? On Facebook, there’s a group called “I Secretly Want to Punch 
Slow Walking People in the Back of the Head.” The group has 15,000 members.

Angry people think others should always go by these behavior codes: Slow 
walkers should stay on the right side of a sidewalk or escalator. They should 
step aside to take a picture. While people are used to this pattern, they forget 
when they walk in a group, when they don’t know where they are going, or when 
they are foreign and don’t know American customs.

Ragers can’t stand slow walkers when they are in a hurry. Calmer individuals 
accept the situation or just wish those in front of them would walk faster.

• A study by the City of New York shows the fastest walkers are headphone 
wearers, people going to work, people walking with bags, and men.

• The next fastest walkers are cellphone users, smokers and women.
• Slower walkers include tourists, large pedestrians and people over 65.

With a little effort, an angry walker can learn to be a supportive pedestrian, 
which is a more peaceful, non-competitive way to use the sidewalks.

Motorcycle Deaths 
Could Increase In 2011
In 2010, there was a 2 percent decrease in the 
number of motorcycle deaths in the United States. 
Some authorities, however, think 2011 will bring a 
higher number, especially because the number of 
motorcycle riders is increasing. 

The use of helmets approved by the Department 
of Transportation has dropped by 16 percent. The 
NHTSA says states should increase helmet use and 
reduce impaired driving. In 2009, 29 percent of riders 
killed had high blood-alcohol readings. In 2008, 35 
percent of those killed were speeding.

One manufacturer, BMW Motorrad USA, says it 
will offer anti-lock brakes on all of its motorcycles 
beginning with the 2012 model year. Motorcycles 
equipped with anti-lock brakes are 37 percent less 
likely to be involved in a fatal crash than those 
without them.
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“ I am so thankful to the NWFCU Foundation for honoring me 
with the Ben DeFelice scholarship. It is a tremendous honor to 
be recognized with this award and I am truly grateful for the 
scholarship. The scholarship funds will be used to help me in my 
academic pursuits at the University of Virginia and beyond.” 

–Mark Nagurny, 2010 Ben DeFelice Scholarship Recipient 

People Helping People
Northwest Federal Credit Union 

Foundation (NWFCU Foundation) strives 
to put Northwest’s motto of “people 
helping people” into action everyday 
in ways that make a real difference 
in people’s lives. Their activities seek 
to represent the generous spirit of 
their members and employees as 
they serve our wider community in 
both traditional and creative ways.

 
Northwest members and employees 

support the good works of the 
NWFCU Foundation through financial 
contributions and volunteering. 
Northwest Federal Credit 
Union underwrites all 
of NWFCU Foundation’s 
administrative costs, so 
every dollar donated goes 
directly into their programs.

 
Their activities emphasize 

young people and focus 
in three main areas: 
scholarships for college students 
who demonstrate leadership and 
a commitment to service; financial 
education programs in our schools, 
libraries and community centers; and a 
philanthropic presence where there are 
special needs in our neighborhoods.

 
NWFCU Foundation’s scholarship 

programs recognize college students 
who excel in leadership, dedication 
and commitment in their communities, 

A brief glimpse into what the Northwest Federal Credit Union Foundation does for our community

schools and homes. To date they have 
awarded $419,000 to 112 deserving 
students. One thankful recipient 
wrote, “The interest you have taken 
in my education is humbling and I 
will work very hard to represent the 
well-respected name of Northwest 
Federal Credit Union Foundation.” 
Funding for the scholarships come 
from Northwest Federal Credit Union, 
corporate sponsors like NWFinancial 
LLC, Central Intelligence Retirees 
Association, Family Advisory Board 
and generous individual member 
donors. NWFCU Foundation provides 

the overall management, structure 
and administrative support for the 
program and the selection committees.

 
The NWFCU Foundation is a leader 

in financial education in Fairfax and 
Loudoun schools and at state and 
national levels. Local, state and 
national groups have recognized the 
excellence of their programs with 
an array of awards establishing a 
reputation which helps them access 
and serve ever widening audiences.

 
For the last two years NWFCU 

Foundation has sponsored, 
organized and hosted a Night 
of Magic, a unique event 
for a very special group – 
the patients of Children’s 
National Medical Center 
and their families. This first 
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MISSION

Northwest Federal Credit Union 
Foundation promotes and manages 
NWFCU’s charitable activities and 
participates in financial literacy 
education and other programs that 
reflect the interests of our membership 
and the community as a whole.

AFFILIATES & PARTNERS

The Foundation supports and works with national and local organizations and 
charities. Working together with our corporate neighbors, we make a difference 
in our community.

PARTNER SCHOOLS

Through partnerships with Dranesville Elementary School, Louise Archer 
Elementary School, Rachel Carson Middle School and Herndon High School, 
the NWFCU Foundation supports our community educators. The Foundation 
provides monetary grants to fund professional development, hosts educational 
seminars and teaches valuable financial education lessons to students. 

 
Their members trust 

Northwest Federal Credit 
Union as their financial 
partner. The Northwest Federal 
Credit Union Foundation is committed 
to honoring that trust in the ways 

that they bring their philanthropic, 
educational and scholarship activities 
to the community in your name. 

class extravaganza is an evening of 
celebration – a combination of prom, 
ball, live entertainment and banquet – 
for these young people whose illnesses 
and treatment regimes rarely allow 
them to have fun with other young 
people in a welcoming and comfortable 
environment. The families are effusive 
with their thanks: “What you all did for 
those kids really was nothing short of 
magical, that’s for sure!” and “My kids 
said this was their favorite night ever. 
I can’t express how grateful we were 
to see the excitement in their faces 
and to watch them spend the evening 
dancing without a care in the world.”

 
In the surrounding community, 

they provide school supplies, food 
and clothing to families who find 
themselves in difficult circumstances. 
Their work includes outreach to 
families at local homeless shelters 
as well. And, the Foundation works 
closely with well-established and 
effective charities like Children’s 
Miracle Network, Special Olympics 
and Susan G. Komen for the Cure.

My kids said this was their favorite night ever. I can’t 
express how grateful we were to see the excite-
ment in their faces and to watch them spend the 
evening dancing without a care in the world.”

 “
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Major League Baseball 
Baseball fans may be treated to more playoff games next year.
MLB commissioner Bud Selig expects the payoffs to expand from eight teams to 10 for 
2012. He said there are a myriad of details to be worked out, but 10 is a fair number. 
Speaking at the recent meeting with Associated Press Sports Editors, Selig emphasized 
that scheduling is the major issue, including how many games the new wild-card round 
will be. The two wild cards in each league would meet, and the winners would advance 
to play division winners.

The plan has been discussed as part of collective bargaining for a labor deal to replace 
the one that expires in December. Players want to make sure the format doesn't cause 
lengthy travel with little recovery time between games.

Barry Bonds 
Additionally at the sports editors meeting, Selig said he will not change Barry Bonds' 
records after his conviction for an obstruction of justice charge. Bonds holds the career 
(762) and season (73) home run records, breaking the marks set by Hank Aaron (755) and 
Mark McGuire (70).

Branch Rickey: The Great Integrator
In his new book, Branch Rickey, newspaper icon Jimmy Breslin has so many great stories 
to tell that, according to Sports Illustrated, they threaten to burst the binding.

Ricky rose from a poor Ohio town to become perhaps baseball’s greatest innovator and 
humanist. During his 40 years as a manager with four baseball clubs, Rickey invented 
the modern farm system, discovered Hall of Famers like Duke Sniker and George 
Sisler, and even the Cardinals’ birds-on-the-bat logo. He managed the St. Louis 
Cardinals, and the Brooklyn Dodgers.

One of the greatest achievements of this principled man was his determination to 
find the right player, and the right individual, to integrate major leage baseball. 

At the time, according to Breslin, baseball was “a sport for hillbillies with great 
eyesight.”

Rickey reportedly said in 1945, “I don’t know who he is or where he is, 
but he’s coming.” That person came two years later, and he was Jackie 
Robinson. Author Jimmy Breslin lived those days and remembers them well. 
The Pulitzer Prize winner is now 80 years old and still a great writer.

He tells of Rickey’s convincing Dodgers owner George V. McLaughlin, known 
as George the Fifth, for love of drink, that the Dodgers should have the first 

black player. McLaughlin finally agreed but added that, “If this doesn’t work for 
money, you’re sunk.”

But it did work.
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Credit-card issuers have turned their attention to the small business 
market. There are two big reasons why entrepreneurs and business 
owners are seeing a proliferation in new offers.

First, the consumer credit-card market has become saturated. Card 
issuers have turned their attention to small business owners.

Second, since the new credit card reform law went 
into effect last year, consumers received protection 
against some of the worst card-company 
practices. Business owners received no such 
protections.

Experts at CardRatings.com say card issuers 
can jack up rates for any reason and inflict an 
array of fees on late payers. They take advantage of 
these powers. Consumer-card interest rates have declined since 
the card law went into effect in February 2010, but they have 
increased significantly for business cards. A business-card 
holder will pay between one and two percentage points more 
in interest, according to researchers at the nonprofit Center for 
Responsible Lending.

Some business owners have resorted to charging company expenses 
to their personal credit cards, but that could lower their own credit 
scores. While some business card offers tell about extra reward 
miles, cash back and special discounts, people overestimate their 
values. The 28 percent of small businesses that carry balances are 
likely to find the difference in interest rates would eat up the value of 

those perks, according to Smart Money magazine.
The card industry says rates fluctuate on business 

cards to reflect risks in the small-business market, 
but the card perks are worth paying for. Capital 
One Bank, however, acknowledges that higher 
small business rates allow them to offer 
consumers better deals.

Smart Money recommends the American Express 
Plum card, which has no limit on its 1.5 percent 
cash back feature. Capital One's Venture 

Rewards card has no foreign-transaction fees, 
which is a great perk for those who travel outside 

the United States.

So you’ve made the big decision. It’s time for a new car. You’ll have 
a good time checking out the models, colors and features before 
deciding what’s right for you. But then what?

The dealer will make financing easy to get. Step into the office, sign 
the papers and drive away. It’s convenient, but even though you made 
a good deal on the vehicle, you might not be getting the best interest 
rate on the loan. If the dealer has a no-interest offer, be sure to know 
how long the term will be. If it’s just a couple of years, the payments 
will be high.

It’s smart to look for financing before you get serious about buying a 
specific car. Your visits to car dealers will give you a good idea about 
how much the car of your choice will cost. Your next step should be 
shopping for a loan.

Visit a couple of banks and credit unions to determine what the 
interest rate for a person with your credit score would be. You can 

buy a copy of your credit score at TransUnion or Equifax for $15.95 
from www.myfico.com. Most lenders will prequalify you for a loan 
even if you don’t know exactly what vehicle you will buy, according 
to Consumers Union. MoneyAisle.com is an 
auction site that allows consumers to 
solicit bids from financial institutions 
for new and used vehicle loans. If 
you like the bid, you can contact the 
bank or credit union, say experts at 
USA Today.

Some dealers offer the choice of 
no-interest finance or a rebate. If you get a 
low interest rate elsewhere, the rebate might be 
the better choice. Edmunds.com has a 
calculator to compare the savings between 
the two. Search under “Low APR Versus 
Cash Back.”

Shop For An Interest Rate Before Shopping For A New Car

Evaluating Small Business Credit Card Offers

MoneyTalk 
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Amy Kelly bounced into GAM, commenting on how great 
everything looked. She followed me to the conference room and 
remembered how the room had once been Nat’s office. We sat in 
the chairs. Actually, she plopped into her chair, and like a spring, 
shot back from the table. She gripped the edge, rolled herself back 
to the table and smiled. 

Amy began to tell me her story.

“I would like to read you a quote first,” she said and opened a 
book with a lemon on the cover.  “’Owning a business is truly the 
American Dream. It offers freedom and security that you can’t 
get from a job. Entrepreneurism makes people more self-reliant, 
which is much better than having the majority of the population 
employed by huge corporate conglomerates…’”

Amy looked up from the book, smiled an altruistic smile and 
wiped away a gold lock of hair that had slipped into her face and 
began talking again. “Now, I am not saying that it’s bad to work 
for a large corporation, that’s not what I am saying. I just think 
that small business is the very heart of our economy, promoting 
innovation and impacting our local communities.” 

“We were living out of the area. But in 2002 my mother was 
diagnosed with Pancreatic Cancer. My dad needed help to care 
for her. So, my husband and I moved back to help him. In the 
evenings and weekends, I worked at a health club, teaching 
exercise classes. It didn’t take long before I started offering up 
my suggestions to help the health club grow. I was an assistant 
manager in no time.”

Amy humbly shrugs her shoulders like this entrepreneurial gene 
she has been gifted with is something to hide.  

“My mom had to have chemo. There were days that all she could 
do was sit in her recliner. But on the good days, she was restless. 
So, one time I recommended she come to the health club and walk 
on the treadmill, just to get out. When she felt like it, she came to 
the club and walked. I think my mom gained way more from the 
women and their waves of encouragement that encircled her on 
each visit than anything that a treadmill could offer. “

While 2003 held great beauty for Amy—the birth of her twins. 
The year held a great loss as well—her mother lost the battle to 
pancreatic cancer, dying on Thanksgiving Day, 2003. Amy credits 
her experience with her mother to be the motivator for the next 
journey she would take. She partnered with another woman and 
opened a health club \ spa for women only. Amy believed that an 

all-women health club environment would inspire, encourage and 
nourish, creating a cohesive healthy community for women. 

Their business philosophy was “We are not just lifting weights, 
but spirits.” So in 2005, they started things rolling. Amy and 
her partner hired the club staff, purchased equipment, secured 
a building, (building out the 13,000 square foot facility to meet 
their needs) and launched a dream. They created a membership 
honoring her mother; it was called the Lois Membership. The 
membership allowed any woman undergoing treatment for cancer 
to use their club for free. 

The next two years their dream far exceeded their wildest 
expectations.  The business was a huge success, so much so 
that their club was featured in magazines for entrepreneurs 
and received many accolades from the community. The positive 
difference made in the lives of those women that utilized the 
health club was a tangible byproduct that gave Amy and her 
partner great strength and joy.

And then came the economic downturn, the year 2007.  
Membership dwindled. It was not because of their health club—it 
was the advice given to many of their members, downsize, curb 
unnecessary expenses. The business struggled.  Both Amy and 
her partner put their homes up for collateral to keep the business 
running, hoping for a upswing in the economy. No swing. Next 
came the money from their husbands’ retirement accounts to 
sustain payroll. Meanwhile, Amy brought her third child into the 
world (which was a pleasant surprise, getting pregnant had been 
difficult before the twins).  

Six months after the birth of third child, Amy was surprised yet 
again. She was now expecting her fourth child and her business 
was now spiraling downward.  

In December of 2008, the business was closed and everything was 
sold to pay debts. But it was not enough.  January of 2009 
found Amy very pregnant and packing. Because of placing 
their home up for collateral for the health club, they were 
now losing their home.  And the icing on the cake, their 
family minivan was being repossessed.

At the gam conference table, Amy pauses. She 
looks at me and says, “I am not telling you all this 
for sympathy, these were all my decisions. I was 
doing what had to be done. But it was hard. There 
were days when I opened a yogurt for my children 
and they had to share it. I got the idea from a friend 

LEMONS into Lemonade
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Photos taken at 

the Lemonhead 

Launch, July 5th. 

Amy, pictured left 

and above with NIck 

and their assistant 

Lemonhead, Leah.

to sell things on Craigslist. I sold our uncessary belongings to pay our household bills and buy 
groceries. My husband’s income was keeping the roof over our head, not once did we miss a 
mortgage payment.”

In February of 2009, Amy welcomed her fourth child. Up until this point, her births and babies 
had been healthy. Only weeks after his birth, her son wasn’t eating properly and had to be 
admitted to the hospital for a week. And Amy herself was struggling with a C-section incision 
that had to be reopened and left open to heal. 

I asked her for clarification, “left open to heal?” She said, “Yes, the wound had to be left 
open. I had to go to the hospital every day to get the bandages changed and I couldn’t lift 
anything over 5 pounds. “ She gives me the yeah-right-I-am-a-mother look and continues, “My 
husband had to travel for his work, we NEEDED his income. So I sold more stuff on Craigslist 
to pay for my son’s medicine and just got through, taking it one day at a time.”

Amy reflects and says, “I was a walking wound.”

But wounds heal. In April 2009, Amy lost her house, but with the help of family and friends 
they found a new home.  In the early summer of 2009, a neighbor had invited Amy and her 
family to a backyard cookout.  The neighbor, Ara Bagdasarian, and Amy instantly had an 
entrepreneurial bond. In the course of the year, Amy and Ara became good friends.

In 2010, Ara asked Amy for a book critique. Ara and another business person, 
Nick Gustavsson, were getting ready to publish The Lemonade Stand and were 
asking for edits, ideas and general feedback before going to print. Amy took 
the book and placed it on her nightstand-tower of books to be read.  After 
putting her youngest child to bed that night, Amy read The Lemonade Stand 
completely.  “I was moved. My entrepreneurial heart started to beat in a 
regular rhythm again.”

Time went by and Ara contacted her again asking if she wanted to have coffee 
and discuss her ideas and comments about The Lemonade Stand. And the rest as they say is 
history… now Amy calls herself a Lemonhead.

She is working with Ara and Nick to create a Lemonhead Movement. They see unemployment 
in this country as a lemon that can be made into lemonade. The book empowers people and 
offers 13 key principles that help make life’s endeavors a success. For every book that is 
purchased, they are giving one away; this process they have cleverly named a “Lemondrop.” 

The launch for the movement was July 5 at the Shoes, Cup and Cork in Leesburg, VA. 

Do you want to become a Lemonhead? Or want to make a Lemondrop? For more information, 
visit www.lemonheadsrule.com

When Amy is not being a Lemonhead, she teaches exercise classes, chases after her four 
children and drinks her coffee from a gam mug.

Do you drink your coffee from a GAM mug (we can even provide you with a gam 
mug) and have an interesting story to share? We would love to publish your 
human interest stories, GAM customer satisfaction experiences or any other 
cool stories you have to tell...to submit your story for consideration email it to: 
gammag@graphicsandmarketing.com. 
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Technology
and YOU

Amazon.Com’s Cloud Drive Is Free
Because people use mobile gadgets, they fear losing access to photos, music and other valuable 
files when a phone is lost or broken. They are becoming more interested in remote storage lockers 
for digital files that can be accessed anywhere. In industry jargon, they are storing in a cloud.

Amazon has launched a service called Amazon Cloud Drive. At no cost, consumers get 5 GB of free 
storage space. The company says 5 GB of storage holds up to 1,000 songs. Those who download 
an MP3 album from Amazon.com get 20 GB free for one year. Otherwise, it costs $20 a year.

The company hopes to generate income from the Clouds when users order from its online music 
store. It is integrated with the Cloud Player companion software that catalogs and plays songs.
Right now, the service works with Android devices but not with Apple devices such as the iPhone 
and iPad, or Amazon’s Kindle e-book reader.

Technology Makes Finding 
A Parking Space Easier
New telephone apps can search the street or area where you are 
driving and tell you where there is a vacant parking space. One 
called Parker shows drivers on an iPhone where to find a space in 
the Hollywood area of Los Angeles. It costs $1.99. Streetline, the 
app maker, says Parker is about to be available on Android devices in 

several other areas where parking is a huge problem.

The most extensive move has been made by BMW’s iVentures. The 
first available area was serviced by New York-based My City Way, 

which gives parking availability, transportation and local entertainment 
information. It is available now in 40 cities in the U.S. To use it, you have to 

have an iPhone, iPad, Android phone or BlackBerry.

A different service hopes to put an end to searching for parking meter coins. 
MobileNow’s ParkNow service lets you call the phone number listed on the 
parking meter, enter the meter number and type in credit card information. 
Its Android and BlackBerry apps also allow users to enter a location and 
parking meter number and pay with pre-funded credits via the app. The service 
will soon include iPhones. It is available in Bethesda, Md.; Decatur, Ga.; and 
Hudson Valley, N.Y.

It has been 80 years since the invention of the parking meter. Now, paying for 
parking is taking on a new look, thanks to technology.

Note: RIM, maker of BlackBerry phones, has agreed to pull applications from its systems 

that identify locations of local police DUI points.

Other clouds include:

Flickr:  Yahoo’s free service 
for uploading and sharing 
photos.

Mozy: EMC service will store 
music, photos and emails. It 
starts at $5.99 a month.

Dropbox: Used to store and 
sync files, it provides 2 GB 
free. The cost is $9.99 a month 
for 50 GB.

Google Docs: Used to create, 
upload and share documents 
and spreadsheets. It’s 
free for up to 1 GB in 
uploads.
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Technology TREND 

www.quora.com  

Quora: A Q & A Website 
Has An Elite Following
Some say the relatively new question and answer 
website Quora gives them a feeling of hip 
exclusivity. Quora lets you post questions and 
answers on any topic, from the factual (On what 
day was the Bastille stormed?) to the metaphysical 
(Why do people lie?).

Everyone can vote an answer up or down, which 
makes it easy to pick the best responses, and the worst ones go away. It seems that 
everyone has above-average intelligence and an above-average stake in the subject.

According to Harry McCracken at Time, one person asked how much AOL spent to 
send out millions of trial software CDs it distributed in the 1990s. The closest answer 
was "over $300 million." But among the respondents were AOL co-founder Steve 
Chase and Jan Brandt, the chief marketing officer who came up with the idea of 
carpeting the country with sign-up discs. Both gave personal looks at a topic they 
know better than anyone.

In order to be highly successful, as experts in Silicon Valley say it will be, the site will 
need to appeal to the masses, and make its interface less baffling, but it's not entirely 
unthinkable that Quora could both get big and stay good.

Right now, it has a feeling of impending greatness, McCracken says.

gam Dictionary
Decafalon (n)   The grueling event of getting through 
the day consuming only things that are good for you. 

Arachnoleptic (n)  The frantic dance performed just 
after you’ve accidentally walked through a spider web.

Caterpallor (n) The color you turn after finding a half a 
worm in the fruit you’re eating.
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Client: Hunting With JJ Caceria and Ron Parsons
Challenge: A presence and cohesive look for his marketing efforts 

“I called on GAM for their expert assistance in graphic design to launch a new 
business venture, a unique business as the U.S. Representative for an Argentine 
Hunting Lodge.   The GAM designers sat down with me and we thoroughly reviewed 
the project and my marketing plan.   A draft marketing brochure was designed and 
we worked through to a truly great piece of art describing all aspects of my business.   
Since I would be participating in Sport and Gun Shows advertising my product, the 
GAM graphic experts designed an eye-catching 4’x8’ banner which has proven to be 
an outstanding attention-getter and has harvested many positive comments. 
 
The GAM personnel are totally interested in making your business a success and 
I highly recommend GAM for all your marketing design and printing requirements.   
Myself, I’m looking forward to a long and successful relationship with GAM for all 
my marketing needs.”
 
Ron Parsons

Banner
( 8’ x 4’)

Brochure - front

Brochure - inside

Business Cards
Front of card below
Back of card below right

Case Study
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A Baked American Landscape

The

It looked dry on the surface; that was my last thought as I slid down 
the side of a butte. Luckily, I had held my camera well above my 
head; it avoided the mud shower and after the super-clay-slide my 
camera was the cleanest thing on me. 

Makhosica, which literally means “bad land,”is the name given to 
this area by the Lakota Native Americans. The French-Canadian 
trappers called these lands mauvaises terres a traverser,  which 
means “bad land to cross.” I could now vouch for this name. The 
geography term badlands means a dry terrain with soft sedimentary 
rocks and clay rich soils that have been eroded by wind and water. 
The best known badlands formations in the world are found in the 

United States and 
Canada. 

Badlands National 
Park, located in 
southwest South 
Dakota, has 244,000 
acres of eroded 
buttes coupled 

with breath taking prairies. 
As you drive along the 

Badlands Loop Road and 
look at the collections of 

unique buttes (buttes are 
small hills with flat tops and 

sometimes vertical sides or slides), you get the feeling that you may 
be on the movie set of a sci-fi film with the landscape of another 
planet as the backdrop.  Continuing on the Loop,  the buttes—
sometimes suddenly—drop away to flat plateaus that are covered 
with lush green prairie, which deeply contrast the buttes. 

In the South Dakota Badlands, the average precipitation amount for 
May is 3.05in.  The day before we hiked the Badland trails, the park 
may have received its entire rainfall for the month.  When we set 
out on the twelve-mile hike, the ground was soft and puddles had 
formed along the trail and in some places the rain had created small 
grassy bogs. By the end of the day, most of the ground looked like 
the photo in the far right corner.

Composed of tiny grains of sediments such as sand, silt and clay, the 
layers have been cemented together forming the rocks, buttes and 
chasms. As you walk among the baked landscape, it is incredible 
to think that some layers date back to when the dinosaurs walked 
the Earth. Different environments like seas, tropical lands and 
open woodlands with rivers have caused different sediments to 
accumulate. Some of the most famous fossil beds are found in 
badlands. In fact, in May 2010 in Badlands National Park, a seven-
year-old girl named Kylie found a fossil near the park’s visitors 
center and it turned out to be a well-preserved saber tooth cat fossil. 

As we drove through the park the buttes had different 
characteristics.  Rounded, worn tops and sharp tops that seemed 

Badlands National Park
http://www.nps.gov/badl

Lodging Available in the Park
http://www.CedarPassLodge.com/
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Chipping Sparrow BisonPrairie DogJewel Weed

to pierce the clouds along with the color varations seem to give 
each collection of buttes its own personality. The landscape near the 
famous battle of Wounded Knee looked like elephant skin brushed with 
parrallel strokes of a rusty red paint (see the photo). The red layers are 
fossil soils called paleosols.

There are 37 species of mammals in the Badlands National Park. Bison, 
bighorn sheep, deer, pronghorn, and prairie dogs are some of  the most 
commonly seen. Very hot summers, bitterly cold winters, and high winds 
at any time of year make surviving on the Badlands prairie a challenge. 
Most small mammals make use of burrows or other hiding places where 
they can find protection. 

Prairie dogs excavate burrows in such large areas that they call them 
“towns.”  The dogs are a noisy bunch, constantly talking to each other. 
At times, I stood three to four feet away from the edge of their “towns.” 
Some dogs wanted their photos taken and and gladly struck a pose for 
me; others went about their dog-duties and some were very shy and 
retreated to the safety of their homes.  The burrows provide prairie 
dogs with shelter from both the weather and predators, and many other 
species can take shelter in the prairie 
dogs’ tunnels too. 

Bison inhabit the 64,000-acre wilderness area of the Badlands National 
Park. As we reached Sage Creek Rim Road which is a gravel secondary 
road off of the Badlands Loop Road, the bison dotted the prairies 
off in the distance. Driving just a bit farther and when we reached 
Roberts Prairie Dog Town, there was a sign that said “Beware of 
Bison.” Robert’s Town was a hopping place for Prairie Dog action; so, 
we stopped the car and got out to take advantage of the great photo 
opportunities. I was happily taking shots of the dogs and wasn’t aware 
that a buffalo gang was just over the road.  I brought my eye away from 
my camera and the alpha male of the gang was ten feet in front of me. I 
decided it may be a good idea to get back to the car and walked slowly; 
but of course, I couldn’t help but take a few close up shots of this 
fuzzy gang leader. He didn’t mind and followed me. I thought we were 
becoming good friends, but he was more interested in getting to a park 
sign—which doubled as a buffalo scratching post.

The landscape, wildlife and the essesnce of the Badlands was truly 
spectacular, and not at all what I was expecting. If you get a chance 
to see this baked landscape you should...it is a beautiful place and an 
American treasure.
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The Making 
of a folder

1

2

3

Your company’s folder can be the first thing a potential 
customer sees. Or it could be the physical remembrance of 
your company long after a presentation is finished. And in 
some instances the folder is the structure that houses your 
crucial marketing materials. Thinking about your company’s 
folder usage, appearance and wow-factor should be a regular 
part of your marketing maintenance.  

Total Cleaners, a gam client, 
wanted a folder that would hold 
their materials for gleaning new 
customers. So, this folder would 
need a wow-factor coupled with 
the look and feel of the customer’s 
branding. 

Step 1-2 - Gam came up with 
a design and the concept: a four 
color folder with an additional blue 
metallic ink (adding a shimmery 
richness to the folder), coated with 
a protective finish, three panels 
(one being the flap), the closure for 
the flap was the company’s oval shaped logo
 (die cut) with velcro used as the closing mechanism. 

The folder is then printed. 

Step 3- At this point, the folder needs to constructed, 
taking it from a two dimensional flat piece of material into 
a three dimensional folder.  A die is made especially for the 
folder. The die consists of a wood base, spongy pads (the pads 

“The work 

we receive 

from the gam 

design team 

is interesting, 

challenging 

and keep us on 

our toes,” 
Paul Arrington of

Arrington and Sons.
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We offer More aT

4 5

At gam, we are committed to your marketing needs, whatever they 
may be. Almost all of our work is done in house; however, there are 
specialized items that we partner with incredible, local post-press 
operators to complete.

Arrington and Sons has been working with gam for over 20 years. 
Located in Manassas, Virginia,  Arrington and Sons fills a distinct 
niche of post-press operations for gam. Embossing, foil stamping and 
die cutting services are the finishing work that they provide. 

Started in 1964, Arrington and Sons continues to be family run 
business that offers extraordinary artistry, quality workmanship and
 a superior end product. 

help hold the paper in place and keep the weight evenly 
distributed),  and rules (which are metal strips used for 
cutting and scoring—the height and the edge of the rule 
determine its function.) 

Step 4- The die is placed on a finishing machine and the printed folders are rolled on drums 
against the die. There are a series of matrix attached to the drums that hold the paper exactly in 
place. Once the folders are cut, they are put together by hand or machine depending on the amount 
of detail for the folder. The flaps are glued and the fasteners are attached at the this time. This 
particular folder used velcro; however, there are other possibilities like:  magnets, snaps, ribbon and 
wrappers. 

Step 5-
The folders are complete and ready to become part of the customer’s marketing arsenal, creating 
more explosive opportunities for the customer’s message.
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In 1989, Dr. Ray Oshiro, a continuing education 
program specialist, asked me to present a public work-
shop on dealing with difficult people for the University 
of Hawaii. We had both noticed the same trend: 
Organizations were increasingly requesting training 
to help their employees learn how to cope with rude 
customers and uncooperative coworkers.

In creating the curriculum for this course, I realized 
why most people are woefully unprepared to handle 
difficult behavior. Conflict resolution is not taught 
in school along with history, math and science. As 
a result, people don’t know what to do or say when 
someone mistreats them. They often end up RIK (Re-
taliating in Kind) or SIS (Suffering in Silence). Neither 
reaction helps.

My goal was to develop real-life responses people 
could use immediately to handle the challenges they 
face on a daily basis. I didn’t want to waste time on 
theories. Platitudes don’t help much when someone’s 
yelling at you or blaming you for something that’s not 
your fault.

I knew I was right on track one hour into that first 
seminar. At our morning break, one of the attendees 
didn’t leave his chair. He just sat there slowly nodding 
his head, gazing off into the distance. I walked over 
and asked him what he was thinking about.

He said, “Sam, I’m a real estate broker. Several of my 
clients are extremely demanding and arrogant. They 
seem to think they can teat me any way they want, 
and I’m tired of it. I took this course to learn some 
zingers to fire back and put them in their place. That’s 
not what this is about, is it?”

Glad that he had grasped the essence of the course 
so quickly, I agreed. “You’re right. When people are 
being difficult, it doesn’t help to get back, get mad or 
get even.”

He went on: “I’m a student of martial arts. I’ve studied 
karate, Tai Chi, aikido, and judo. What you’re suggest-
ing the verbal equivalent of kung fu, isn’t it?” I said, 
“That’s true. It’s kind of like… tongue fu!®” We look 
at each other and burst out laughing. Eureka! The 
perfect name.

Since then, I’ve offered several hundred workshops 
for a wide variety of groups from Young President 
Organization executives and IRS auditors to members 
of the Honolulu police department. Participants have 
asked for a book on the subject, saying they want to 
take these ideas home, read them again and again, 
and share them with friends, family and coworkers.

How Tongue Fu® got started
A note from Sam Horn

Book Review
Tongue Fu®: The Verbal Equivalent Of Kung Fu

The purpose of kung fu (a Chinese martial art emphasizing internal development) is to 
defuse, disarm or deflect someone’s physical attack. The purpose of Tongue Fu!® (A 
mental art emphasizing internal development) is to defuse, disarm, or deflect someone’s 
psychological attack. It is a spoken form of self-defense--the constructive alternative to 
giving a tongue-lashing or to being tongue tied.

The goal of Tongue Fu!® is to learn how to conduct yourself with confidence so you 
keep from being abused verbally. If provoked, however, you will be able to use these 
martial arts for the mind and mouth to skillfully protect yourself. Never again will you 
have a mental meltdown and feel helpless in the face of aggression.

Tongue Fu!® is not just about handling unfair or unkind behavior. It’s more a 
philosophy of life, a way to communicate that can help you get along better with 
everyone both on and off the job. You’ll learn how to prevent conflicts and produce 
cooperation and how to choose to stay kind even if other are being inconsiderate or 
cruel.

No one enjoys dealing with difficult people, yet it is an everyday part of life. These 
ideas can help you skillfully disarm disagreeable people so your personal and 
professional relationships are less stressful and more enjoyable. You’ll learn 
dozens of clever, non-combative comebacks so you can speak up for yourself 

when people are putting you down. And finally, you’ll find out how to stand on your own 
two feet without stepping on other people’s toes so you can avoid being hurt or causing hurt.
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Fax or email your 
submission to 
703.450.5311 
or gammag@
graphicsandmarketing.com

Please include your name,  
phone number and/or email 
address. All entries must be 
submitted by Aug 15, 2011.

Find the 10...and Win 50
Find the 10 things that are different between two photos below, fax your answers to us and your submission will go 
into a drawing for a $50 gift certificate to Carolina Brothers. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag along with 
the name of the Carolina Brothers certificate winner.

Carolina Brothers has brought to 

the area the tradition of Carolina 

barbeque that for years has enjoyed 

nationwide recognition as the finest. 

Their sauce is the most tantalizing 

to be found, with a subtle spiciness 

that compliments the basic flavor. 

Carolina Brothers hickory smokes 

all of its meats while gently cooking 

in the traditional N.C. pit, then hand 

shreds the pork, beef or chicken into 

tender bite-sized pieces. When the 

meat is garnished with Carolina 

Brothers special sauce you have a 

real American taste treat that will 

be long relished and remembered.

Malt Shop  
Thanks to all last issue’s entries ... and the winner is: Carol Welti, Washington Airports

Carolina Brothers Pit Barbeque

20702 Ashburn Road

Ashburn, Virginia, 20147

703-729-7070

“Cookout,” May/June answers: (Editor’s note: The “Cookout” was a challenging puzzle)

1. Mouse by the grill wheel  2. Button on grill color changed  3. Extra hot bun 4. Woman’s sole on shoe different color 

5. Girl’s shorts now pink 6. Rocking chair leg stain gone  7. Extra bowl of chips  

8. gam logo on blue plastic cup  9. Bolt missing on metal plate on beam  10. Grill handle longer
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